


is the undisputed  leader in Instant Messaging. As young teens 

with limited mobility and even more limited communication 

options, our target market saw AIM as a social lifeline. However, 
AIM

now our target market strongly associates AIM with middle school. Not 

long ago they would IM for several hours each day, but now our target 

market recalls their AIM screen names and countless hours of instant 

messages with the same mixture of fondness and embarrassment that 

accompanies a childhood photo. They feel like they have outgrown AIM 

and as a result have migrated to social networking sites like MySpace 

and Facebook. However, these sites are not ideal platforms for com-

municating on a personal and meaningful level.  Instead, they are seen 

as public forums for connecting with lots and lots of people – good 

friends as well as virtual strangers.  Members of our target market are 

busier than ever, and they feel that there is simply not enough time for     

extensive conversations with the many people they care about.

This is where AIM Social Media comes in.

AIM is about meaningful relationships. AIM helps our target market 

by providing a channel to share difficult times, tough choices, and 

daily joys with friends in a private and personal way. AIM keeps them 

connected. Even when they are away from their buddies, our target 

market never has to feel alone. 
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Industry Analysis:
Social networking is an industry characterized by rapid change, technological
innovation, and mergers. A new feature pioneered and introduced by one network 
this month will be virtually replicated by its competition next month. 

Consequently, it has become difficult for companies to differentiate on the basis of 
applications alone. Since the individual technologies, services, and widgets are so 
easily copied, brand perception has become the key differentiator among the myriad 
of social networking sites. 

Given the nature of the industry, our analysis of the other social networking sites is as 
much about the target market’s perceptions of each brand as it is about the services 
they offer.

“Sociologists have begun to question the effect of all this exhibitionism on 
young people... Will a generation for whom all secrets are fair game and 

every private moment can become public trust each other and 
form intimate relationships?”

—Jennie Yabroff, Newsweek
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What They Say

Facebook is a 
social utility that 
connects you 
with the people 
around you.

MySpace is an 
online commu-
nity that lets you 
meet your friends’ 
friends.

MySpace focuses 
on everyone, our 
focus is on com-
munities.
- Micheal Ragan, 
COO of itLinkz 
(Social Network-
ing Company, 
more than 13 
different niche 
social networking 
sites).

Share photos 
and videos
Plan parties and 

other events
Discuss       

hobbies and 
interests

Share photos, 
journals, and 
interests
Allows single 

people to meet 
other singles
Allows match-

makers to      
connect people

Adapt the 
MySpace-type 
capabilities to 
smaller interest 
or professional or 
content-centered 
communities
Allow commu-

nity members to 
connect only with 
other community 
members

69 million           
active users
5th most trafficked 

website in the world
45% of users return 

to the site each day

217 million users
70% of social       

network market 
share
Most trafficked so-

cial networking site 
in the world

5 users to 20 mil-
lion users
More than 350 

recognized niche 
social networking 
sites

“Won’t use it 
after I graduate”
“Time waster”           
“If you got rid of 

it, it’d be like you 
fell off the face of 
the earth”

“MySpace was 
made for people 
who live on their 
computers.”
MySpace is 

open to everyone. 
I can get to know 
people I’d never 
know without the 
internet.”

“Is LinkedIn in 
China? I think my 
professor said 
that it’s the Face-
book of China.”
“I have no idea.”
“I think my boss 

is on it, but other-
wise I don’t know 
anything about it.”

Capabilities Users What TM Says

MySpace is like a huge nightclub.  It 
used to be really exclusive but now ev-
eryone can get in.  On any given night, 
you can run into to people from all 
walks of life searching for their fifteen 
minutes of fame.

At both of these places you are in 
contact with a lot of people, but you 
always leave feeling like you haven’t 
connected with anyone. 

MySpace

Facebook

3

Facebook is like your typical on-cam-
pus college party.  Most attendees are 
college students, but there are a few 
interlopers. A group of high schoolers 
are crashing the college party scene, 
and a couple parents have snuck in to 
spy.  Even a few faculty members have 
wandered in to keep tabs.



AIM is a forum that allows users to pursue and express their 
authentic selves to those close friends that mean the most while at the 

same time manage their busy and complicated lives. AIM combines    
social networking options that are both instant 

and on-going with a superior content provision to give its users the most 
efficient and entertaining online experience available.

 Social networking started as a way for small communities to connect (See Facebook at Harvard) or for users with similar 
interests or goals to interact (See MySpace with struggling garage bands). These sites allowed users to create an online persona 
as they made profile pages and shared content. The networks grew, and heavy users had literally thousands of “friends,” many of 
whom they had never met in person.
 However, they got too big, and users reacted by seeking out niche social networking sites. These types of sites seek to 
establish or strengthen connections between users based on a narrowly defined set of criteria, be it profession, religion, sexual 
preference, or generation. 
 Other social networking utilities are not competition in the traditional sense of the word. In fact, a study by Anderson Analyt-
ics indicates that 61% of Facebook users use at least one other social networking site. This means that AIM Social Media does 
not need to pull users off of other sites, it only needs to supplement the competition’s offerings. AIM needs to make the target 
market aware that it can facilitate meaningful connections with the people that they care about.
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Target Insight Research Techniques: 
We conducted 40 one-on-one interviews asking the following questions:

What are your passions?
What were you like in middle school?
What are highlights of your daily life? 
What do you look forward to?
How do you go about getting all of your friends together to hang out?

 interviews
 

 collages

 focus groups

 projection tests

 surveys

 psychology lit review

In order to gauge the TM’s perception of AIM in relation to some of its 
competitors we conducted two projection tests and collected a toal 
of 102 responses.

We surveyed 332 individuals ages 18-24 from various high schools, universities, and professions. We 
sent out one 22-item questionnaire and one 10-item questionnaire. The purpose of our survey was to 
confirm the findings  from our qualitative research.

We ran two roundtable discussions with a total of 35 college students. 
Group leaders facilitated conversation on the following topics:
  Favorite brands and ads    Multitasking
  Things that would make your life easier              Communication
  Time management    Growing up   
     
     
     

We asked 20 people to explore the transitions in their lives. They were instructed to divide a piece 
of paper into three parts and to label one section past, one present, one section future. They were 
given magazines and told to cut out pictures that represented each of these times in their lives. 

What roles do you play?
What does edgy mean to you?
Do you IM? With whom? About what? 
How do you communicate with your friends? 
What are the problems you face in your daily life? 

We reviewed current literature on the Theory of Emerging Adulthood, 
which examines a newly established developmental period (ages 18- 
mainly 25) that falls between adolescence and young adulthood. 
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“A very small budget often equates to 
not being beholden to traditional and 
costly marketing research exercies like 
focus groups, quantitave surveys, and 

conjoint studies. Ironically, most of 
these methods are ill suited to

 innovation research anyway,
 so consider yourself lucky.”  

-Andrew Razeghi from “The Riddle”

Your Current 
Life

2 - 4 Years in 

the Future

Middle School & High School
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These collages are striking illustrations 
of the journeys that all Emerging Adults 
are in the process of. Emerging Adults 
recognize that their values, interests, 
and definitions of self have changed, 
and they realize that they are still in the 
process of changing. The collages indi-
cate that Emerging Adults have enough 
self-awareness and self-knowledge 
to truly recognize where they are life, 
where they have come from, and where 
they are sure they will be one day.
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These exemplars illustrate some of the ways that we 
accessed the target market’s true feelings about AIM 

and other social networking utilities. The “obituaries” 
and “Real World” projection tests allowed the target 

market to share their feelings about the personalities 
and meanings of the brands by forcing them to view 

the brands as people rather than social networking 
utilities or companies.
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This is the age of:
 instability

 possibilities

 self focus

 feeling in-between

They are in a transition from dependence to independence, from self-centered to self-focused, from su-
perficial relationships to meaningful relationships, and from adolescence to adulthood.  “Emerging Adults’ 
numerous moves reflect their explorations of different possibilities and their frequent changes of direction 
with respect to love, work, and education.”

Although it’s a time of transition, Emerging Adults feel confident anything is possible. While their 
independence gives them more responsibility, it also gives them more freedom. “Emerging Adulthood is a 
time of great optimism, of high hopes for the future. In one national survey of 18 to 24 year-old Americans, 
96% agreed with the statement ‘I am very sure that someday I will get to where I want to be in life’.”

This is a time for Emerging Adults to figure out who they are and what they want in life. Emerging Adults 
need to address identity issues before making big decisions that will set the foundation for their adult 
lives. Being self-focused allows Emerging Adults the psychological space to contemplate the “who am 
I?” questions that are at the heart of identity and to pursue opportunities in love, work, and education 
that will promote their self knowledge.

Emerging Adults no longer consider themselves children or adolescents, but they don’t always feel like they 
have completely reached adulthood either. “In response to the question about whether they feel they have 
reached adulthood, most 18-25 year olds respond along the lines of ‘in some ways yes, in some ways no’.”

Source: Arnett, J. J., & Tanner, J. L. (Eds.). (2006). Emerging adults in America: coming 
of age in the 21st century. Washington, DC: American Psychological Association.
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46% of people currently in the military are 17-24 year olds.

82% of 18-24 year olds have a PC in the household

54% 18-25 year olds use a social networking site (double the proportion of those aged 26-40)

60% of high school graduates enroll in a 2 or 4 year college the next fall.

98% of high frequency social net workers send private messages via e-mail, this is nearly matched by IM 
which is used by 84% of online adults

81% of 2001 high school graduates who did not go on to college were in the labor force (either 
working or looking for work) in the fall after graduation

9

Source: Arnett, J. J., & Tanner, J. L. (Eds.). (2006). Emerging adults in America: coming 
of age in the 21st century. Washington, DC: American Psychological Association.
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We are Emerging Adults 
and we value relationships, 
time, and control.

AIM can:
 Maintain relationships

Help explore interests
Improve time management

Be constant and reliable
Provide consolodation
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When Emerging Adults want someone to 
reach out to them:

I really look forward to the time between 5 and 8 when all of my room-
mates are home. Coming home and hanging out in the living room is 
really relaxing and reminds me not to be too stressed out.

I want a friend to reach out to me if I’m 
feeling down for whatever reason and 
need some cheering up.

“

”

”

“

I like to be with friends when I am sad about a breakup.”“
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When Emerging Adults want
to contact someone:

I want to be with my friends whenever 
I’m not working.

All of my best friends are nowhere near me, so all of the different media devices 
(not phone) are an excellent way of staying in touch. It’s not necessarily about 
directly contacting them- I just enjoy checking out what they have been up to, 
looking at their pictures, and seeing how their life is going. ”

I always want to be with people around 
meal time. I don’t like to eat by myself.

“
”

“

”

“
”

“

I like to be with my friends most of the time, especially when 
I am feeling sad/lonely or when I am particularly happy.

12
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”

When Emerging Adults 
want to be alone:

I like to be by myself when I’m really stressed and I’ve 
worked all day and I just need to recharge.

“
”

In college you have a ton of friends everywhere, but now I 
have the opportunity to branch out on my own.

“

When I watch Lost I don’t want anyone around me. I guess I 
don’t mind if someone is in the room, but if they talk I will 
yell at them.

“

”
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The desk is designed to integrate all aspects of the user’s online life in an organized, interactive, and customizable environ-
ment.  It is the door through which they access social networks, blogs, chat rooms, and all other facets of the internet.  While 
other social networking sites focus on frequency of visits to individual sites, we will strive to be the channel of access.  Also 
available through the desk are widgets and web feeds that supplement the use of social media tools.  This will not only 
keep users engaged, but also increase the amount of time spent on AIM.com.  With a personalized portal and easy access 
across the map, why would you ever leave AIM.com?

The new AIM.com desk: 
Innovative and Interactive
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The Desk will replace the ‘AIM Today’ page. There 
are five icons on the desk, and clicking an icon 
causes the items on the desk to rise to the top 
of the page and organize into a sideways scroll-
ing bar with the selected icon in the center and 
highlighted. Based on the icon that is highlight-
ed, the corresponding page will be displayed 
below. On the top of the page will be alternate 
tabs for subtopics within the category of interest. 
The page itself will contain AIM/AOL content in 
the top left, and in the top right will be links to re-
lated Time Warner products. The bottom right of 
the page will contain a general AIM/AOL search 
bar, a People Connection search bar, suggested 
websites related to the area of interest, and a 
button to share these websites with your bud-
dies using the AIM Share application. 

The People Connection search bar will be con-
tent selected and added by the users them-
selves. For example, a user could place a widget 
that provided stock quotes in this section of his 
page, or they could add links to their favorite 
websites or blogs. A new window is opened only 
by clicking on a link outside of the AIM network. Thus, users will spend a significant amount of time on the Desk without 
leaving AIM.com. 

When a person signs onto AIM.com for the first time, they will be shown a generic desk layout with brief explanations of what 
each icon does. There will also be an obvious option to download the AIM software.  The desk is a software-based feature 
that downloads along with AIM instant messenger.  The content on the desk remains web-based to allow for layout updates 
without the need to upgrade software. AIM software will automatically generate a corresponding website (www.aim.com/
screenname) enabling users to access their desk from anywhere including any cell phone with internet access. Therefore, 
AIM remains their homepage and access point for the internet even when they don’t have direct access to the AIM soft-
ware. 

How The D
esk W

orks
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Current organization: Tree

AIM currently uses a tree   
layout in which users      
continue to branch farther and 
farther from the AIM website as they 
click.  This fosters dead ends and
excessive use of the back button.  
The tree layout also creates a lack of 
fluidity among all of AIM’s tools. This 
creates virtual and knowledge gaps 
between AIM products. Often times 
users only access to AIM’s tools is 
via developer-exclusive sites.  Clearly, 
this is a set up detrimental to the AIM 
experience, because these features 
are unable to meet AIM’s goal of 
increasing a user’s web 
efficiency and enjoyment.
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Like AIM’s current tree organization, 
our recommended web organization 

would group products together by 
product type. In other words, all IM 

themes would be grouped together, 
all news products would be grouped 

together, and all widgets would be 
grouped together. However, the web 

organization will allow users to find 
other items with commonality togeth-

er. Put more simply, a Philadelphia 
Phillies Phanatic would easily locate 

his Phillies IM themes, Phillies widgets, 
and Phillies news all in one place with-

out scouring all of the AIM properties 
and product offerings. 

Recommended: Web
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Our target market comes from all walks of life, 
but they have one thing in common: they are 
all at a point of transition in their lives, switching 
jobs, changing cities, leaving home, graduating... 
For our creative strategy, we decided that:  

1

3
2

The target market would most readily identify with the 
idea that they are embarking on some kind of journey, 
leaving the familiar in pursuit of the unknown.

AIM connects emerging adults to the people they are 
leaving behind and to others who are taking journeys 
of their own. 

Through AIM, the target market may be away, 
but they will never be alone.

CREATIVE
STRATEGY
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CREATIVE
MANIFESTO

Why the Yellows?    
The Yellows represent AIM users’ closest 
friends and the way they stay connected 
through AIM.  As the members of our target 
market set out on their own, they will encounter 
situations where they wish their friends were 
with them.  While your Yellows cannot always be 
there in body, they can be there in spirit thanks 
to AIM.  Your friends never have to miss a 
moment of your journey because it is so easy 
to use.  Everyone has his or her own unique set 
of Yellows; AIM keeps them connected.

Growing up, AIM was a central 
fixture in our lives.  It was a tool 
for sharing important
conversations and stories with 
the people who mattered most. 
While today the syntax and
subject matter of our exchanges 
may have changed, our need 
for communication remains the 
same.  We were, and still are, 
the AIM generation.  AIM was 
there for us then, and AIM is 
here for us now. 
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Print Executions
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Online 
Executions

Designed to reach website developers, this exemplar ad for AIM 
Userplane highlights the some of service’s coolest technological 

features, while also emphasizing its free, ad-supported business model.
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euipit alisi. euipit alisi. euipit alisi. euipit alisi.

euipit alisi. euipit alisi. euipit alisi. euipit alisi.

“COUNSELOR” :30 (T.V., Online) Production Notes: 
College aged, nervous but cooly confident young man meeting with guidance coun-
selor who is strikingly attractive yet professional in attire and mannerisms. Background 
music playing: Simon & Garfunkel “Mrs. Robinson.” 

GUY walks into a counselor’s office and reception-
ist points him to an office. GUY sits down in the 
office and opens his laptop and looks at pictures 
of him and his two best friends while he waits for 
his appointment.

Counselor walks in and GUY looks up and is 
arrested by the fact that she is drop-dead 
gorgeous. He loses his train of thought and begins 
to stammer. Upon his stammering, we hear <the 
AIM noise> of an incoming instant message. 

His two best friends from the pictures appear in 
yellow, seemingly emerging from the laptop com-
puter. They, too, are amazed by the counselor. GUY 
is still at a loss for words. 

Voiceover: Planning for the road ahead might take you away from 
your Yellows, but with AIM’s Social Media products, you don’t have 
to be alone. AIM Messaging lets you instantly share those fleeting, 
and sometimes really hot, distractions in your journey with those 
who matter most.. 

<The AIM noise> at the end. 
SUPER:  AIM…away, but not alone. 

Banter between the Yellows ensues, as they 
are also astonished by her beauty. Counselor 
tries to move things along. Main guy is still 
fumbling around for papers and Yellows are 
still in awe. GUY eventually collects himself, 
clears his throat. and closes his laptop, and 
the Yellows disappear back into the
computer.

Counselor and GUY continue to chat and the 
meeting seems to be really productive and a
success.. The two shake hands and he exits her 
office. In the waiting room, he immediately takes 
out his laptop and we see him using AIM 
Messaging to continue the chat with his two
best friends. 

22
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Open: Sashaying down the street, camera follows 
her up her long legs, settles on GIRL, others take 
note of her stride. GIRL is confident and focused, 
catches a glimpse of herself in a glass, smiles, 
adjusts her hair. GIRL knows she’s got it.

euipit alisi. euipit alisi. euipit alisi. euipit alisi.

VOICEOVER: Life may take you away from your 
Yellows, but with AIM Social Media products, you don’t 
have to be alone. AIM Chat lets you share the messy 
things in your day with the people who matter most. 

<The AIM noise> at end. 
SUPER:  AIM…away, but not alone. 

euipit alisi. euipit alisi. euipit alisi. euipit alisi.

“HOT MESS” :30/:45/:60 (T.V., Online) Production Notes: 
Confident, young, attractive woman in really expensive high-heels. She is walking 
with purpose, seemingly on the way to an interview. Inspirational music playing: 
K.T. Tunstall “Suddenly I See.” 

GIRL was distracted by her vanity and has stepped 
in something gross. <Squish>. GIRL slides a little. 
GIRL looks down and is disgusted and now visibly 
upset. GIRL looks sort of defeated, worried, pan-
icked. The camera pulls back.  <The AIM noise> 

Her Yellows come forward to help her out and 
their silhouettes remain on the bus shelter ad, 
from where they have emerged. Yellows rush up to 
her. Dialogue ensues with Yellow #1 and #2 acting 
humorously repulsed. Yellow #3 offers reassurance, 
sending GIRL successfully onto her interview. 

The camera pulls away and cuts to GIRL in 
an elevator. She emerges and approaches 
her interviewer. They exchange introductions, 
and GIRL walks past the interviewer into his 
office. As GIRL passes, the interviewer makes 
a subtle, yet noticeable sniff, as if he detects 
an unpleasant odor. They both sit down, and 
the interview seems to go very well. 

GIRL on her computer talking to her Yellows on 
AIM. Yellow #1:  typing “How did the interview go?  
GIRL smiling, but nervously  “it went really well…
but I ruined your shoes…” GIRL typing, smiling, 
half-nervous, but reassured. GIRL says “I knew you 
would say that…”
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Promotional 
and Non-Traditional

AIM Terrain
AIM will continue the conversation through sporting and 
leisure activities. AIM Terrain locations will take over sev-
eral young, recreational areas and ski resorts giving you 
and your Yellows somewhere to spend time together.

Brand Cause: AIM Military Base
The extension of our AIM Base to military 
bases both home and abroad targets a 
dense portion of target market, while also 
allowing our service men and women the 
opportunity to connect with loved ones. We 
anticipate this extension will receive positive 
attention from press outlets and indicate 
that AIM and the rest of the Time Warner 
family are doing all they can to support our 
troops.  Additionally, we will leverage the 
Time Warner partnership offering multimedia 
donations to our troops. 

AIM Base: AIM Airport Kiosks
With the convenience of computer kiosks 
in 24 U.S. International Airports, the AIM 
application will be readily available in your 
closest terminal. AIM footprints will guide 
you to the nearest available AIM BASE so 
you can touch base with the people that 
matter most—Your Yellows.

My Size Yellows
My Size Yellows, life size statues 
designed by artists within our 
target market, will provide a 
platform for budding artists and 
function as public art. These 
personalized sculptures will be 
placed around medium to large-
sized cities, allowing greater 
participation with the brand both 
for the creating artists as well as 
passersby. 
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“It’s Cloudy With A Chance of
Yellows” Street Teams
AIM plans for the unexpected. We 
know our target market doesn’t have 
ESP, which is why our Yellow Street 
Teams are there for you in rain or 
shine. By rotating through metro-
politan cities, we’ll provide young 
professionals umbrella-clad Yellows 
on given days throughout the rainy 
season—making their day just a little 
bit brighter.

AIM Chauffeurs
To promote safe driving on weekends, 
AIM-branded cars will travel throughout 
40 college towns across the U.S. offer-
ing free transportation around town to 
help out you and your Yellows when 
you’ve had too much fun.

Yelloween
In October 2008, we’ll kick of our event 
series with Yelloween, a PR/Hype 
Event in Las Vegas. Plan on stepping 
onto the yellow carpet and making an 
appearance in your most creative 
costume. Entry vouchers will be given 
on a log-in, sign-up basis driving 
people to the AIM.com website.

Slice of AIM  Pizza Partnership
Pizza brings young people together. 
AIM will sponsor pizza boxes in part-
nership with a national pizza delivery 
chain. 

Our out-of-home takes a creative twist on traditional billboards 
and transportation advertising. The billboards reach commut-
ing audiences with their bright, simplistic style and consistent 

message—the Yellows have come out of their traditional sphere 
to help you. Non-traditionally, we have a cut-out Yellow emerging 
in real life from the billboard reinforcing the “away, but not alone” 

theme. AIM In-Transit ties into the out-of-home theme with its 
Yellow subway decals representing its passengers. We feel by 
targeting audiences that engage in a daily commute to work or 
school, we can hit a large portion of the 18-24 year old market in 

more suburban college towns and big commuter cities.

Out-of-Home
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Lemme tell you a little story ‘bout middle school
Where  the grades came easy and yo yos were cool
We  didn’t have cell phones like today’s spoiled brats
No,  we had a different way to do our chit-chats

Chorus
Can I get your Screen Name?
No not your number baby
Can I get your Screen Name?
So we can talk comfortably
Can I get your Screen Name?
Come on don’t be shy
We’ll be online 
so you don’t have to look me in the eye

So I went right home, hopped on the PC
Gotta flirt with some ladies, you see
*BOODOOBOOP* sumrgirl99 signed on
Yeah, ooh that’s why I wrote this song
I checked out her info, had some girly lyrics
By some crappy band, and some initials right near it.

Our viral video features a musical comedy song which serves to 
“own the joke” on AIM’s middle school reputation. Musical comedy 
has proven to be a big hit in the past year, as witnessed by the 
popularity of the New Zealand folk comedy duo, Flight of the Con-
chords. The video is designed around simple stick figure anima-
tion that gives it a homegrown, independent feel.. In the past year, 
three popular stick figure animation videos including Stick Figure 
Fighting and DBZ Stick Figure Animation, were viewed via YouTube 
4,192,538 times.

Lyrics

Reactrix utilizes a ground-installed touch screen to allow 
one to four people to play an interactive game.  In our 
specific design, players must jump through expanding 
AIM hoops before they become too big and fade away. 
The smaller the hoop, the more points earned. We expect 
that this combination of interactive entertainment coupled 
with the latest media technology will establish heavy brand 
recall in the minds of AIM users and their Yellows.

Viral Video

Reactrix

But there was no heart,  ooh that’s a sign,
She don’t have no boyfriend...  
guess I gotta make her mine

(Chorus)

Oh, here it goes, what do I say?
“hey wuts up?” was the line I’d play
“nmu?” she typed right back
With the literary prowess of Jack Kerouac
 From that day on, we were in ecstasy
I said  “lol,” and she said “OMG”
But two weeks later,  we had called it quits
I can’t compete  with her poster of Brad Pitt

(Chorus)

Well gone are the days of yore
But I still use AIM like I did before
To stay in touch  with my friends from home
It just feels nice  to be away but not alone
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would you rather?
After the Yellows have reinvented and updated AIM,  we 
will introduce a secondary campaign centered around 
“would you rather?,” a thought-provoking game popular 
with the target market. This series of ads will invite users 
to interact with the new AIM and with their closest friends. 
In addition to being intrinsically interesting and entertain-
ing, the campaign will ultimately serve to introduce many 
of AIM’s other Social Media products while still emphasiz-
ing the importance of meaningful communication among 
true friends. This interactive “would you rather“ flash ad shows how these online 

executions will be tailored to fit the content of the website in which 
they will be placed.  With each visit to the website, the ad will scoll 
out asking visitors to pick which superstar athlete they would rather 
be.  The ad will not only invite people to download AIM polls, but will 
also spark conversation between friends. 

the promotion

Our “Trip With Your Yellows” promotion will send ten AIM users on their ultimate vacation. The give 
away will be advertised online using interactive executions, such as this embedded online television 
ad screenshotted here. The “would you rather” will be incorporated into a series of questions which 
will let the AIM user define his or her perfect getaway, based on the responses given.  
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Media Planning:

Of the top 14 Designated Market 
Areas (DMAs), the percentages 
of people in our target market 

who have used public transpor-
tation in the past 30 days:

Atlanta: 47%
Boston: 47%

Chicago: 40%
Cleveland: 41%

 Dallas: 24%
Detroit: 18%

Houston: 13%
Los Angeles: 38%

Miami: 17%
New York: 52%

Philadelphia: 39%
San Antonio: 7%   

San Francisco: 56%
Washington DC: 32%

We concentrate our placements directed at women in print publications, 
while opting for primarily online placements when targeting our male au-
dience. Emerging Adults are in a state of constant transition; this fact 
coupled with an un-parralled generational understanding of new media 
technologies, means that Emerging Adults are not slaves to primetime 
television. Online TV allows Emerging Adults to enjoy their favorite shows 
when they want, be it after class or a long night on the job. Not only does 
placement on online TV benefit from 86% brand recall, but our target mar-
ket is only a click away from AIM.com. 

Emerging Adults spend a lot of time away, but our out-of-home place-
ments remind them they are never alone.The Yellows emerge from bill-
boards to interact with passersby, and decals of Yellow passengers greet 
Emerging Adults on the subway each morning. AIM kiosks in airports will 
allow Emerging Adults to continue the conversation during a layover. Simi-
lar AIM stations will be featured at military bases both at home and abroad 
to allow our service men and women, of which 45% are Emerging Adults, to 
connect and communicate with the ones they love. 

Our media schedule reflects the relationship we hope to rebuild with our 
target market. Traditional placements dominate the campaign launch. In 
this way we hope to reintroduce ourselves to our once loyal AIM users. 
Once we have reestablished communication, the campaign becomes 
more interactive, inviting our target market to once again participate with 
AIM. 

A strategic mix of traditional and non-traditional media placements will allow us to communicate with our 
on-the-go target market. By combining traditional print and television placements with creative out-of-
home executions we will capitalize on the transitional lifestyles of Emerging Adults. All of our executions 
aim to communicate with our target market on a relevant and meaningful level. With this goal in mind, we 
utilize a non-traditional approach in every placement decision.
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Campaign Budget Summary

Print Publications     $2,017,000
Websites      $1,875,000
Television      $6,350,000
Online Television     $1,150,000
Out-of-Home      $1,488,700
 “Hello, Yellow” Billboards    $1,008,000
 AIM In-Transit      $480,700
Technology      $1,717,000
 AIM Base: Airport AIM Kiosks    $864,000
 Reactrix Interactive Brand Play   $498,000
 Viral Video Licensing     $5,000
 Yellowfication      $350,000
Events      $1,388,000
 Yelloween      $100,000
 My Size Yellows     $1,140,000
 Street Teams      $148,000
Experience      $2,076,300
 Would You Rather? Coasters    $250,300
 AIM Terrain      $616,000
 AIM Chaffeurs      $460,000
 Slice of AIM Pizza Partnership    $750,000
Brand Causes     $1,028,000
 AIM Base: Military Base AIM Kiosks   $828,000
 Multimedia Donations from Time Warner  $200,000

“Trip with your Yellows” Promotion $110,000 
Production Costs    $3,000,000
Agency Costs    $2,500,000
Contingency     $300,000

TOTAL MEDIA VALUE    $25,000,000

Added Value Contributions:

Time Warner Partnership Value  $1,250,000
Trip With Your Yellows Promo Value $50,000
Brand Causes: AIM Base   $2,750,000
Viral Downloads    $80,000
Social Contribution Value   $3,605,000
 AIM Chaffeurs     $205,000
 AIM Terrain     $775,000
 My Size Yellows    $2,500,000
 Street Teams     $125,000
Event Promotion Value   $375,000
TOTAL ADDED VALUE    $8,110,000

CAMPAIGN VALUE    $33,110,000
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Did you get it?

We know our target market did, can, would, could. 
We know that ultimately, when it’s all said and done, 

people matter. 
Communication matters. 

AIM allows the Emerging Adults that are starting their 
journey to stay connected to those who matter most. 

Though your journey may take you away from your 
Yellows, with AIM you don’t have to be alone. 

Did you wonder why our text was showing through on the cover?

Can you remember being an Emerging Adult and all the excitement 
and indecision that went with it?

Could you relate to the feeling of stepping in something 
“unpleasant” in borrowed shoes, immediately before a huge interview?

Would you stop and think whether you 
would rather be Tom or Tiger?

away, but not alone
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